
Neighbourhood centres in the 
Metropolitan suburbs are probably the 
most saturated. The focus have moved 
to existing neighbourhood centres for a 
whole redevelopment and re-tenanting 
approach. These new centres offer 
an attractive colourful centre with an 
approved tenant mix.

Most township areas are well provided 
with large community centres while small 
neighbourhood centres have not been 
attractive at all.

Rural areas have moved into the second 
tier of retail supply where local centres 
cater for basic food, clothing and service 
needs. These centres are small in size and 
mainly act as a transport cost saver.
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ONE OF THE MOST ASKED QUESTIONS AT THIS POINT IN 
TIME IS: “HOW SATURATED IS THE RETAIL SHOPPING 

INDUSTRY IN SOUTH AFRICA AND WHAT NEW 
OPPORTUNITIES STILL EXIST?”

REGIONAL SHOPPING CENTRE EXPANSION-KEEP ON INCREASING IN SIZE

ONE OF THE OUTSTANDING 
GROWTH TRENDS OVER 

THE LAST 10 YEARS IS THE 
CONTINUOUS UPGRADE AND 
EXPANSION OF REGIONAL AND 

SUPER-REGIONAL CENTRES.
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All the centres mentioned in this graph 
showed very good growth in the period 
2005 to 2015. There are more centres to 
be expanded during the next 3-5 years. 
The most important are Menlyn Park, 
Fourways Mall and Wonderpark.

There are a number of reasons for this 
continuous growth in the size of regional 
and super-regional shopping centres:

• Most of these centres are very well 
located to service a regional market;

• These centres are located in very well 
established trade areas;

• A loyal customer base has already been 
established;

• The shoppers have become very 
familiar with the centre;

• In most cases new residential growth 
further stimulate the demand for retail 
facilities. This growth include residential 
and commercial growth;

• Another driver for expansion is the 
internal growth and expansion of 
existing tenants. Based on the 
success of these centres, national 
tenants need extra space after 
outgrowing their initial floor space;

• There is an increased demand from 
international tenants occupying 
space in most of our regional and super-
regional centres;

• New South African tenants are 
also continuously entering the market 
looking for additional space. One of the 
best examples is Dis-Chem which has 
become a major anchor tenant in most 
large centres;

• Some of the regional centres have 
become dated and is not attractive 
for the customers and therefor a 
repositioning and re-tenanting strategy 
is followed and ;

• There is a need for these regional 
centres to remain the strongest in a 
particular catchment area in spite of 
growing competition;

One of the key development drivers for 
further expansion of regional and super-
regional centres, is the residential and 
population growth in the primary trade 
area of a particular centre.

WONDERPARK HAS EXPANDED several 
times since it was built in 1985 and 
has become a large regional centre of 
over 90 413m² with further expansion 
opportunities over the next 5–8 years. The 
centre opened with a GLA of 33 000m² 
and has grown to the current size after 
major expansions in 2003 and 2014. The 
key driver for this expansion is the very 
strong residential growth in the immediate 
vicinity as well as in the rest of the broader 
primary catchment area.
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Wonderpark	Shopping	Centre	

HISTORICAL RESIDENTIAL GROWTH IN THE AREA 2004 VS 2015

SHOPPER PROFILE

• 65% female

• average age of 38 years

• 57% speak Sotho and 17% 
Afrikaans

• full-nest lifecycle stage

• 82% black shoppers

• average household income of 
R20 000 per month

• a broad LSM 6 to LSM 10+ 
profile;

• on average the shoppers are 
loyal supporters of Wonderpark 
for more than 11 years

• a good increase in car ownership 
which will improve the mobility of 
shoppers

SHOPPING BEHAVIOUR

• Wonderpark is well supported for 
clothing, groceries, restaurants, 
health and beauty, homeware 
and décor and special services;

• 44% of the support is from the 
surrounding Akasia suburbs and 
45% from the Soshanguve areas;

• the total number of households 
in its trade area is 210 000 
households;

• the most important however is 
the growth in these suburbs the 
last 10 years.

20% 

increase in visits to Wonderpark 
after revamp

20% 
increase in spend per head

20% 
average increase of monthly turnover
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This area is growing at 4% per annum 
and in total 4 000 new households have 
been added during the last 10 years in 
Akasia and ±36 000 households in the 
township areas. This is the main driver 
for further retail development. In spite of 

the recent expansion, shoppers indicated 
a number of additional stores they would 
like to see at the centre to satisfy their 
needs. There is also a need from the 
shoppers to improve the retail offering in 
terms of variety of stock, ranges and sizes, 

especially clothing stores.

A large regional or super-regional centre will 
always face strong competition. Centres 
will mainly overlap in the trade area but will 
service localised communities.

Strong residential growth is one of the 
most important drivers for the further 
expansion of regional shopping centres.  
Residential growth normally takes place 
at a tempo of between 800 and 2000 
housing units per annum, depending 
on the area.  Residential growth therefor 
is a longer term driver.  Another key 
driver is the disposable income within a 
catchment area and the bigger market 

share to be attracted by the expanded 
regional and super-regional centre.  In 
many cases the foot count through the 
centre does not increase substantially 
while spend does.

A strong driver in future is the expected 
increase in car ownership and the 
support levels for different metropolitan 
centres.  The increase in car ownership 
will create a bigger inflow for particular 

centres as well as a broader support 
level for other centres.

Wonderpark is a very good example of 
the expansion from a large community to 
a super-regional centre.  This expansion 
is driven by residential growth, a better 
tenant mix, the capturing of a larger 
market share and the offering of the 
required critical mass to act as a main 
drawcard in a particular catchment area.

An additional 15 000 to 20 000 households are in various planning stages for the Akasia 
and Soshanguve areas.

The warranted size for further growth is a centre of between a 110 000m² and 120 000m².

The timing of this is of critical importance, expected for 2021/22.

FUTURE PROSPECTS
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